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MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL PARISH MEETING  
AND OF THE PENN PARISH COUNCIL MEETING 

HELD ON 20 JULY 2018 IN THE PENN CHURCH HALL 

 
Present Cllrs  Mrs J Creasy (Chairman) 

         R.Bentham 

         C.Hurst 

         D.Lander 

         M.Morley          

         M.West 

         M.Raszpla 

         G.Westmacott 

         Mrs K.Dicker 

         Mrs R.Pocock 

         Mrs M.Seymour                        

 

 Clerk N.Webster 

 

Apologies No apologies were received.  

 PARISH COUNCIL MEETING 
             

Democratic 

Quarter of an Hour 

The Chair noted there were no casual attendees. 

Minute No 367 

Minutes of Meeting 

held on May 18 

 

The Minutes were agreed and signed by the Chairman. 

 

 

Minute No 368 

Matters Arising 

From Minutes 

 

The following matters were reviewed:- 

Knotty Green Allotments - the pedestrian access gate has been replaced. Part of the 

back hedge would benefit from re-staking in autumn.  

A letter of thanks has been sent to ex-tenant G. Hopkins. 

W/Hill bonfire - a local resident has been in touch about the scar on the Common 

left by the bonfire. The Clerk reported she had put Mr Fuller and the Residents 

Association who organise the event in touch to discuss how arrangements for the 

2018 Bonfire celebration could be improved. 

Minute No 369 

Reports From 

Committees 

1) Planning  -  There have been 3 meetings on 10 July, 29 June and 29 May 

with 22 applications.  We have 10 No Comments, 3 were Strong Objections and 1 

was an Objection, 4 we expressed Concerns and 3 we left to the Tree Officer. We 

commented on one design element in support of matching brickwork versus render   

The Strong Objections were as follows: Ospreys, Scottswood Close, the house to 

the rear of Hillcroft. We had 2 previous Strong Objections to further applications 

for this property, in both instances to remove conditions attached to the original 

grant of planning permission.  In neither case could we see the reason for the 

removal of tree screening - the first application was approved and it is likely this 

third application will be too. M.West noted the plans were still inaccurate, the 

neighbours' house was still in the wrong position and overall the Committee's view 

was that neighbours had been poorly served.  The other Strong Objections were to 

11 Woodlands Drive owing to bulk scale, depth and size of the proposals for 2 semi 

detached houses on a single plot. On a different matter, P&TGFC's latest 

application, for advertising hoardings, the Council noted this was approved in 

CDC's Planning Committee, so in future the only advertising signs that will be 

permitted will be on the South Side of the pitch. 

Policy for calling application to CDC's Planning Committee - M.West reported 

CDC has introduced deadlines for calling cases into CDC's Planning Committee, 
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Hence in future application which the Parish Council's Planning Committee makes 

a 'Strong Objection' too will be automatically called into Committee, should the 

case officer be minded to approve it, unless it is a minor application for example for 

tree works, as these require the input of the Tree Officer.  Mrs K.Dicker noted that 

Newbury House application was due to be re-considered in any case as CDC had 

been successfully challenged and judged it to be a major application. Mrs J.Creasy 

noted this was a sensible step.  M.West added the Committee would in future also 

add positive "Support' comments to its repertoire where in the Committee's view 

development would be beneficial to the local community or street scene. Mrs 

J.Creasy noted it appeared more applicants were being successful on appeal and 

there followed some discussion of the changes in the appeals process. Broadly the 

view was that CDC is more risk averse and will no longer take cases where it felt 

there was a substantial chance of an appeal to NPI succeeding. 

M.Morely noted the Committee had complained to CDC about the omission of 

Planning Committee comments from Case Officers reports, first reported by Mrs 

K.Dicker. CDC's Planners have apologised to Council and said this will not happen 

again. 

Finally M.West thanked the Planning Committee members for their diligence and 

the amount of time they invest in improving local planning decisions. There 

followed some discussion of the Planning Committee's processes which were 

agreed to be robust.  

   

2) Recreation & Open Spaces – Mrs K.Dicker reviewed the minutes of 

the July Committee meeting :- 

 

1. Play area repairs and equipment 
Knotty Green Play Area - two new cradle seat swing seats have been fitted as one 

unit failed (£250). The wooden edging round the gym bars is a visual separator but 

doesn't not need to be replaced, so can be removed. The zip-wire, button seat and 

traveller have been replaced (£1,172). We received a grant from Cllr I.Darby's 

Leaders' Fun of £732 towards this. We have received a request from a local resident 

for installation of equipment suitable for disabled children, a nest swing is 

preferred.  It was agreed to look at providing inclusive equipment as items needs 

replacement. Local residents are willing to assist us with fund raising and it was 

agreed to explore local grants with their help. Clerk 
Chancellors - CDC's 2018 survey of local play areas suggests re-investment is 

required in this play facility and Council confirmed this view. Again, local 

residents are willing to assist us with fund raising and it was agreed to explore 

available grants to enhance the offering. Clerk Younger residents are moving into 

Chancellors and there is a need for a better facility. A fund raising group is worth 

considering.  An alternative is to move the play area, or to establish an 

additional/alternative play area on the Common. It was agreed Councillors will visit 

the site before the next meeting.  
Grant from UK Live - junior goal posts from Stadia Sports cost (£866) have been 

ordered but local residents at W/Hill feel 21'x7' posts will be too large and the 

existing portable post are preferred. It was agreed to return the set for W/Hill and to 

divert the funds to other play equipment eg. for the Memorial Hall Garden. Local 

Councillors to discuss suitable items with residents. Mrs K.Dicker will look again 

at the set for KGRA - a range of sizes are available 12'x6' is preferred.  A number 

of wholes in the surface will need to be filled over the winter. The defibrillator for 

Penn Street (£600) plus training, signage and housing have all been installed -  all 

items using the grant generously offered to Penn Parish Council by UK Live, who 

host Penn Festival. Sign posts indicating the name of the donor will be added when 

the equipment is installed..  
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Grass-cutting - Installation of the new goal posts may impact on the annual grass-

cutting schedule at W/Hill and KGRA. An extra cut every 2/3 weeks maybe 

required and this was agreed. 
2. Trees  - the annual Parish tree survey was carried out in the spring this year, to 

check for diseased and damaged trees. It was noted there was a wide variation in 

the quality of tree surgery and prices. Our contractors must be suitably qualified 

and insured. Multiple quotes for the tree works are required and tasks maybe split. 

6 oaks on Penn Common need dead branches removing, Penn Tree Services £350, 

As regards the branch at KGCC providing access to the pavilion roof and Gomms 

Wood Close, Ridgeway Woodlands were more competitive, £50 and £300 

respectively.  
3. Bollards, Penn Street - it was agreed to install two second hand security 

bollards (owned by Curzon School) in front of the 5 bar gate on Penn Street to deter 

traveller ingress onto the QEII Field, at a cost of £150 installation. The Committee 

agreed it to make a small donation to compensate the school, were a bollard to be 

needed in future. 
4. Japanese Knotweed - Penn Street Field.  JKC, our previous contractor, has 

been advised that we are not liable for the extra charges as these had not been 

agreed beforehand. An alternative contractor A.Bickley, AB Forestry has been 

contracted to do 2/3 treatments at a very competitive cost of £45 per visit - he can 

combine treatment with spraying at other local sites which means his fee is 

competitive.  
5. Pond Clearance  - R.D'Ayala, the Chiltern Society's environmental specialist, 

who prepared a report recommending mechanical removal and spot spraying of 

New Zealand Pygmy has started work. There is no evidence of growth at Wash 

Pond, so we have just 2 sites to treat Pistles Pond and Penn Street Pond which will 

cost less.  
6. Phonebox Paul's Hill - a meeting will be organised with P&TGRS to discuss 

the text of historical information boards. Councillors was agreed to laminate some 

information and put it up pending final decisions on the Information Board's 

contents.  
7. Wildflowers, Lower common, W/Hill - the residents wish to encourage 

wildflowers and wish to plant wildflowers seeds and this was agreed. It was 

suggested the long grass be stripped back to encourage growth. The Clerk noted 

many Councils were using the Plantlife Guidelines which would be beneficial, 

grass clippings need to be removed and a different management regime is required, 

depending on the type of land. M.West has particular expertise and is willing to 

advise local residents. 

http://www.plantlife.org.uk/application/files/4614/8232/2916/Road_verge_guide_1

7_6.pdf. 
8. PennFest -  the defibrillator has been installed and the play equipment is on 

order. The Committee considered that the company should be approached again to 

make a donation in 2018 towards play equipment at Chancellors, Penn Street and 

this was agreed. There followed some discussion of Penn Meadow Festival, a 

smaller event which has been licensed by CDC. It was agreed this was a more low 

key event and there was little the Parish Council could do, although the noise is a 

concern to residents. Licensing should monitor the event.  
9. Knotty Green Allotments and Beacon Hill Garden plots - both sites are fully 

let. It has been agreed to replace the pedestrian gate at the east of the site at a cost 

of £250 and the rear hedge needs staking. Contractors have been approached to 

quote to cut the top and front  of hedges, agreed with allotment holders. 
10. Policy for use of Common land - Council considered a draft policy for use of 

Common land. Wholly charitable event will be free but commercial/organised 

activities will be charged, insurance and proper qualifications will be required. This 

follows an approach by Mrs Martin to use the KGRA for an exercise class. It was 
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agreed to have a Policy and to install signs advising that a license is required for 

use of parish land on Local Notice Boards. There followed a general discussion of 

exact wording of the draft Policy and a number of changes were proposed. 

M.Raszpla noted controlling use through licensing was helpful and that the playing 

loud music should be discouraged and it was agreed to amend point 8 of the policy.  

to clarify this. Council would need to be consistent in its licensing, M.West noted it 

was a good start to have a policy but private events and loud non-charitable events 

should be looked at carefully. There followed a discussion of how examples of 

certain types of requests would be handled. M Raszpla added priority should be 

given to residents. R.Bentham suggested the wording should make clear that events 

should be for the benefit of the local community, and not detrimental and this was 

agreed. Straightforward requests will be dealt with by the Clerk but more complex 

ones  will be considered by Full Council for approval. The Policy was agreed on 

the basis of these amendments. 
11. Knotty Green Cricket Club -  the Council has written to the Club again 

regarding the sub-letting of the building and to all the clubs officers.The pavilion is 

leased for the benefit of the Club's members and guests and should not be sub-let to 

local schools. The Clerk has written to the Clubs' officers again because the fire 

exit was obscured by vegetation which is dangerous. The pavilion is leased on a 

tenants repairing lease to the Club and Council have consistently raise concerns 

about maintenance and fire safety.  It was agreed to would be a good idea to meet 

the Clubs Committee once a new draft lease for the site has been considered.  

12. Knotty Green Community Shop and Cafe - A survey of local residents' on a 

small Shop/Community Cafe at KGRA were mainly supportive although at least 10 

were very against. The cafe would provide skills training for young adults with 

learning difficulties. There were 101 responses in total and five days have been 

spent discussing the plans with residents. Mrs K.Dicker presented the result. The 

main issue raised was parking and this is a substantial concern for residents as the 

Forty Green Road is very busy. Older residents and younger mothers were 

particularly keen on the cafe. A number of residents noted the poor state of repair 

of the KGCC pavilion, which is let on a tenants repairing lease to the Cricket Club. 

The Community project would need to meet certain requirements, to make it viable 

and sustainable, so a dual facility is not being considered as this is unlikely to be 

sufficiently flexible for both parties.  There followed some discussion of how to 

achieve support from those closest to the cafe facility, for example by more 

considerate parking. KGCC members could investigate using the Seeley House site 

for parking at evenings and weekends. This is a good idea and the Club will be 

informed. Clerk. K.Dicker noted parking at Seeleys House should be encouraged 

although there are no parking restriction on Forty Green Road. An alternative 

maybe to locate the cafe on the Seeleys House site which might support this 

facility. It was agreed that the cafe should sell soft drinks not alcohol as this could 

cause problems. The Red Lion's landlord will also be consulted about the proposals 

by Mrs W.Dunn. The next step is to feedback the result of the survey to the Local 

Community via a letter. A visual plan or model would be a valuable. A public 

meeting is another option being considered by the team, so residents can see the 

proposal.  The next Recreation and Open Spaces Committee's meeting is on 11 

October 2018 and it would be useful to feedback local response. It was agreed more 

clarity will be needed if the Council is to be asked to approve the plan - for 

example is it a Cafe with a small shop, or just a Cafe? What hours will it operate? If 

there are resident concerns, how will these be addressed? Mrs W.Dunn will 

circulate the date of the proposed meeting. The Red Lion would be an attractive 

venue for the meeting which would benefit its trade.  Mrs K.Dicker remarked on 

the high quality of the information provided so far and congratulated Mrs W.Dunn. 

Mrs M.Seymour noted the quality of the survey and engagement was very high. 

M.Morely said he preferred a single building and M.West noted it could prove very 
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difficult to get planning permission, but this would be the next stage. The Council 

agreed it would need more information before agreeing any the proposals. Mrs 

J.Creasy noted parking was a particular concern, signage and restrictions may be 

required. Council agreed to support continued development of the proposals.  

 

3) Highways 

 

M.Morley reviewed the Minutes of the Committee meeting of 5 June. The 

following items were a particular concern:-    

 

Road repairs  

B474- the stretch from the Red Lion towards Saucy Corner remains the 

Committee's P1 for repair. Mrs I Darby is aware of the urgency. It is on the 

programme for 2020/21 which is disappointingly slow and Committee has 

expressed its concern about the speed and timelines of the proposed repair. There 

are safety issues, this road is unlit and close to a special needs school.  

Forty Green Road - The substantial dip before Brindles Lane has been reported. 

The traffic island at the road entrance needs cleaning and the vegetation removing, 

this should be reported.  

Gatemoor Lane - the road surface is breaking up.  

New Road - has been jet-patched, the repaired surface is a considerable 

improvement. 

Fagnall Lane - is in very poor repair and is due to be jet-patched.  

Horsemoor Lane - is in poor repair and requires jet-patching - the passing places 

are in particular need of attention.  

Common Wood Lane - there is a stretch from the 30 sign to the junction with 

Hazlemere Road which needs patching noted M.Morley. Opposite the entrance to 

Common Wood the edge of the carriage way is breaking down and requires patch 

and plane repair. 

Beacon Hill - there are some large pot holes, including opposite Thatcher's Field. 

This road is on the jet-patcher list. The drainage into the pond requires attention. 

 

Footways repairs 

The Squirrel, Penn Street is an area of path which requires attention and is used 

regularly by a wheelchair user. This has now been reported to I.Darby and Cllr 

M.Shawas needing urgent attention.  

Church Road, Penn  - from the Regius Court to Alde House required patch and 

plane repairs which would benefit Alde House residents and staff. These have been 

reported by the Clerk and local residents. Scheme work for repairing paths needs to 

be requested by Cllr I.Darby before the December meeting she conducts to set 

priorities. 

Orchard Lodge, Hazlemere Road - there is a metal grid which has a hole in it 

which requires replacing. LATs have dealt with the utility gas cover further up. the 

Clerk noted it is faster to report using Fixmystreet.com, the reports go through to 

the LATs iPAD, rather than using the bulk Parish Council reporting tool which 

send reports to the Contact centre which then take several weeks to get to the 

LATs. 

 

Footway repairs - residents should report footway defects online in the same way 

as road defects and local residents are encouraged to use the online reporting 

system, www.fixmystreet.com.  

 

WDC Local Plan, Queensway access road proposed to new cemetery -  A meeting 

of the Queensway Committee will be convened to consider WDC proposals for the 
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site.  

 

Anti-social parking on Elm Road 

 

Penn Surgery - Access protection markings have been installed. (cost of £90 to be 

reclaimed from the Surgery). 

It was agreed to invite BCC's new parking head to a meeting to discuss anti-social 

parking on Coppice Farm Road. A new contact has been suggested following the 

TfB Highways Conference, Cllrs M.Morley and C.Hurst attended. A TTRO will be 

necessary. It was noted P&TGRS report strong local support for double yellow 

lines on this junction, following a survey of residents. Parking along Elm Road is 

another issue which has been reported by local residents it was agreed to mention 

this too.    

Forty Green Road - C.Hurst noted parking was a real issue and it was worse during 

KGCC Cricket matches. Several options were then discussed to improve the 

situation. It was agreed to suggest the KGCC approach Seeleys House for overflow 

parking at evenings and weekends to see if this improves the situation. Clerk 

 

LAF Highways bids - we have received 2 awards- 

Two LAF bids are recommended by Committee for 2018/19:- 

A solar powered  flashing speed sign for Whielden Lane (£3,886), and  

A TTRO/Parking scheme to address anti social parking (cost to be advised by BCC) 

2017/18 -Repairs to Church Road footway - the award of £3,500 still needs to be 

re-directed to another qualifying scheme Clerk 

Both bid were agreed.  

MVAS - the award is £699  - a model of MVAS needs to be selected by the 

Committee consistent with BCC guidelines.  

The old MVAS has been decommissioned. R.Bentham noted speeding along Elm 

Road is a problem. 

 

Verges needing a regular cutting schedule 

Church Road (bend near Woodbridge Alley) requires hedge cutting to restore the 

carriage width. The Clerk reported she was in contact with the F.Quinn the owner 

and had re-supplied contact detail of a contractor who could carry out the work. It 

was noted this task has now been outstanding for over a year.  The hedges around 

Woodbridge Alley path that were obscuring the footpath have been trimmed. The 

wilderness garden is a source of complaints, it contains noxious weeds and the 

beech hedge is seeding elder to neighbouring gardens. CDC may be prepared to 

take action. Clerk. 

Seeleys Road - a bund has been created to prevent traveller ingress. This will be 

difficult to mow it will and require strimming which could be more expensive. 

C.Hust noted the bund has not been prepared properly, it requires seeding or 

flowers adding. Clerk to enquire who is responsible for the maintenance of the 

bund and to discuss it with the Parish grass contractor. 

3 Mynchen Way - the front hedge is growing over the footway reducing its width by 

a half, we have written to the owner.  

Old Cottage, Witheridge Road - highways verge may have been enclosed by the 

new front fence. Clerk to report to TfB. 

 

Gullies  

All A and B roads should be cleared annually, but smaller roads are now on a 3 

yearly cleaning cycle. But there is still no adequate schedule.  

 

The items remain the same:- 
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B474 - Several gullies are stuck and still full of silt and one has been tarmaced 

over, this has been reported by a local resident online.  

Hazlemere Road - 3 gullies are still blocked including one at Potters Cross. 

Beacon Hill - an order has been placed to clear all the gullies particularly those 

which drain into the pond. The pipes will be jetted through. 

Elm Road - the gully below Rays Lane is blocked with tree routes and has been 

reported. 

Disraeli Park - gullies are partially complete but tree routes require clearing. 

Potters Cross Pond -  This is a difficult job because 4 way traffic management is 

required. It would be sensible to tackle it on a Sunday afternoon using an 

environmental management company. The gullies either side of the junction on 

Hazlemere Road and Elm Road (noted above) are full so water is running down the 

hill to the junction causing a lake to form when it rains. The Silt trap is full and 

over flowing and so is the oil trap. The health of the pond is being compromised by 

the effluent and water running into it which is making it smell. The environmental 

company contracted by BCC went bust, reported the LATs and BCC are seeking 

another suitable contractor. This is a priority and BCC management will report on 

progress. The Clerk noted it has been 2 years since the gullies and traps were 

cleared and the road gullies clearance doesn't require an environmental company. 

Clerk to raise with I.Darby 

Potters Cross kerb weir - needs to be raised  

Penn Bottom  - from Common Wood Lane to New Road, two gullies are full. 

Saucy Corner - gully closest to the bend is blocked. 

W/Hill - Mrs M.Seymour noted several gullies in the village have been cleared. 

Reactive gully orders can be raised by the LAT's where there are specific flooding 

issues.  

Local residents are encouraged to report any other blocked gullies to the Clerk or 

online at www.fixmystreet.com. 

 

The lack of visibility of the Gully program continues to be a matter of concern to 

local Councillors and Cllr I.Darby is aware of the problem.  

 

White Lines 

LATs have no control over the lining program other than placing the order.  

 

B474 - these have been refreshed but deteriorated with salt and snow. Clerk 

Common Wood Lane junction with Penn Bottom - needs relining. Clerk 

Other areas should be reported to the Clerk. 

 

BCC policy (there is no legal legislation) is to refresh regulatory lines (where 

upright signs are in place) once the lines have faded by 50%. Any other lines, such 

as centre lines and edge lines, are refreshed once they have faded by 75% plus.  

TfB do not at present have an inspection regime in place for lining so we should 

report. LAT's have little influence on what gets chosen. The crew waits for a group 

of orders in the same area.  

 

M.West noted the access protection markings were working effectively at Penn 

Street but had only moved the parking problems along the road with unintended 

consequences. The Clerk noted The Parish Council has no input into access 

protection applications, requests for markings are made online to BCC by 

concerned residents. M.Morley noted the proposed LAF TTRO bid could address 

parking issues in a more targeted way and this should be considered if necessary. 

 

Signs and posts 

30 mph sign, near the Crown public House, Penn - vegetation needs cutting back. 
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Clerk 

Potters Cross - advertising signs at Potter Cross junction are a hazard as they 

distract drivers - they will be removed at TFB's request.  

LATs reported that numerous advertising signs had appeared attached to Highways 

signs, these were being removed as soon as they are spotted. New house builders 

are particular offenders. 

Obscured signs should be reported to the Clerk 

 

Sign Cleaning - PPC's local contractor has been tasked to clear roads signs on 

devolved roads, which are obscured by vegetation or unreadable.  

Additional signs should be reported to the Clerk. 

 

Street lights - Council agreed to install 60 replacement lights. Once this is complete 

all the units in the parish will be fuel efficient LED units. It was agreed to write to 

local residents in affected roads prior to the installation expected in September. 

Local Councilors will assist with delivery of the letters.  

 

Heritage Signs 

Both signs the one on Elm Road and the one close to Widmer Pond will be 

repaired. PPC is grateful to P&TGRS for their generous offer of a donation of 

£1,000 towards the project, to enable both signs to be worked on at the same time 

which offers us a considerable saving. The contractor Sign Post Restoration has 

been instructed.  

 

3) Re-organisation Committee 

 
Mrs J.Creasy reported on an inaugural meeting of interested parties with a view to 

forming a new Committee to examine the impact of a Single Unitary Authority for 

Bucks on the Parish Council and its services. A blend of skills is required strategic 

capacity, representation of residents on a range of issues, attendance at working 

groups with BCC, also detailed examination of contracts and the terms of 

references eg. MOUs. Several volunteers came forward Mrs M.Seymour, 

D.Lander, C.Hurst (still considering), R.Bentham (Chair), Mrs J.Creasy. The 

membership was duly agreed.  

 

 

Minute No 370 

Accounts for  

Payment 

 

 

The list of cheques was approved.  

Minute No 371 

Date of Next 

Meeting 

The next meeting will be the held in the Memorial Hall Winchmore Hill at 8 pm on 

Thursday 20 September 2018.   

 


